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The usefulness of online geological maps is hindered by linguistic barriers. Multilingual geoscience

thesauri alleviate linguistic barriers of geological maps. However, the benefits of multilingual

geoscience thesauri for online geological maps are less studied. In this regard, we developed a

multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale (GTS) to alleviate linguistic barriers of GTS records

among online geological maps. We extended the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) model

to represent the ordinal hierarchical structure of GTS terms. We collected GTS terms in seven languages

and encoded them into a thesaurus by using the extended SKOS model. We implemented methods of

characteristic-oriented term retrieval in JavaScript programs for accessing Web Map Services (WMS),

recognizing GTS terms, and making translations. With the developed thesaurus and programs, we set

up a pilot system to test recognitions and translations of GTS terms in online geological maps. Results of

this pilot system proved the accuracy of the developed thesaurus and the functionality of the developed

programs. Therefore, with proper deployments, SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri can be

functional for alleviating linguistic barriers among online geological maps and, thus, improving their

interoperability.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1 Commission for the Management and Application of Geoscience Informa-

tion of the International Union of Geological Sciences. http://www.cgi-iugs.org
1. Introduction

Linguistic barrier is a long-term challenge for the interoperability
of geodata and retrieval of geoinformation (Asch and Jackson, 2006;
Gravesteijn and Rassam, 1990; Laxton et al., 2010; Lloyd, 1973). Users
of geological maps have been facing that challenge since this type of
geodata has evolved. With increasing internationalization and globa-
lization of geological scientific and technological works (e.g., de
Mulder et al., 2006; Jackson, 2007), overcoming that challenge has
become an important issue in sharing of geodata and/or geoinforma-
tion. Most geological maps are produced by governmental organiza-
tions; thus, they are encoded in official languages of their producers.
If users cannot read the languages of a geological map, then it is hard
for them either to understand the meaning of that map or to use that
map efficiently. Recently, some digital geological maps have been
published in bilingual formats (e.g., the 1:200,000 Geological Map of
Japan published in Japanese and English (GSJ-AIST, 2009)) and
multilingual formats (e.g., the 1:5,500,000 Geological Map of South
America published in Spanish, Portuguese, and English (CGMW et al.,
2003)) to alleviate linguistic barriers for international users. However,
the number of languages used in these maps is still limited and
ll rights reserved.
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several other geological maps remain in monolingual formats. Con-
sequently, the interoperability of most geological maps is precluded
or hindered.

Since the past decades, researchers coordinated by the CGI-IUGS1

and its predecessors have been attempting to alleviate linguistic
barriers of geological maps by developing multilingual geoscience
thesauri. Earlier outputs of their works include the published 1st
and 2nd editions of Multilingual Thesaurus of Geosciences (or MTG)
(Gravesteijn et al., 1995; Rassam et al., 1988). The 2nd edition inclu-
des 5823 terms in English (as the basic reference), French, German,
Italian, Russian, and Spanish.2 Another recently published output is
the Asian Multilingual Thesaurus of Geosciences (or AMTG) (CCOP
and CIFEG, 2006), which includes 5867 terms in English (as the basic
reference), Khmer, Chinese, French, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Lao, Malaysian, Thai, and Vietnamese.3 These thesauri help users
understand and use geological maps in foreign languages. However,
the MTG contains some geoscience terms that are ‘‘inconsistent,
[accessed February 07, 2011].
2 The online version of MTG also includes Finnish and Swedish. http://en.gtk.fi/

Geoinfo/Library/multhes.html [accessed February 07, 2011].
3 http://www.ccop.or.th/download/pub/AMTG_2006.pdf [accessed February

07, 2011].
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incomplete and inaccurate’’ (Asch and Jackson, 2006), and so its
applications are limited. The newer AMTG also contains some
‘‘inconsistent, incomplete and inaccurate’’ terms, and its applications
have not been fully demonstrated yet. Thus, it is vital to further
study how to make more useful multilingual geoscience thesauri.

Rapidly evolving web technologies pave the way for development
of platforms for sharing geological maps to the international com-
munity, and for developing and applying multilingual geoscience
thesauri. The OGC web service standards (e.g., WMS,4 WFS,5 and
WCS6) enable the flow of geodata more open and faster through the
World Wide Web (Peng and Tsou, 2003). By using these web
services, organizations or individuals can publish geological maps
online easily. For example, through the OneGeology project (Jackson,
2007; Jackson and Wyborn, 2008), 116 countries have agreed to
share geological maps by the middle of 2010, and 50 of them have
already provided WMS or WFS of their national or regional geological
maps.7 Meanwhile, extensive studies related to the W3C-proposed
Semantic Web8 have been addressing the essentiality of ontologies
for formal and common representations of subject domain knowl-
edge (e.g., Antoniou et al., 2005; Davies et al., 2003; Garcia-Sanchez
et al., 2009). Developments of geoscience thesauri, as basic elements
for building geoscience ontologies and representing geoscience
knowledge, have increasingly become one of the foci of studies in
the context of the Semantic Web (e.g., Buccella et al., 2009; Deliiska,
2007; Raskin and Pan, 2005; Smits and Friis-Christensen, 2007).

Researchers in the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task
Group9 of the CGI-IUGS are currently working on multilingual
geoscience thesauri with the Simple Knowledge Organization
System (SKOS),10 a standard recommended by W3C. This effort
is consistent with works of MTG and AMTG, and it aims to make
significant improvements to the online applications of geoscience
thesauri. The MTG and AMTG classify geoscience terms by subject
domains, but terms classified into each subject domain are arranged
alphabetically without definitions. The current work of the Geo-
science Concept Definitions Task Group is compatible with the
Semantic Web and has great potential in applications with online
geological maps, such as those in the OneGeology project. Although
impressive progress has been made by now, the work on SKOS-based
geoscience thesauri by the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task
Group of the CGI-IUGS is still ongoing, and methods for developing
SKOS-based geoscience thesauri still require further practical testing
and discussion. Meanwhile, online services and/or applications based
on SKOS-based geoscience thesauri are still rare.

The study presented in this paper aims to develop a SKOS-based
multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale (MLTGTS) for alle-
viating linguistic barriers of geological time scale (GTS) records
among online geological maps. The contributions of this study are
threefold. First, to extend the SKOS model to build a more semanti-
cally expressive structure for the subject domain of GTS: This would
motivate building thesauri of other subject domains in geosciences.
Second, to maintain a MLTGTS and use it with developed JavaScript
programs to recognize and translate GTS terms in online geological
maps: The approach of characteristic-oriented term retrieval imple-
mented in the JavaScript programs is effective for recognizing GTS
4 Web Map Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms [accessed

February 07, 2011].
5 Web Feature Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs [accessed

February 07, 2011].
6 Web Coverage Service. http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wcs [accessed

February 07, 2011].
7 http://www.onegeology.org/participants/app/1gCountries.cfc?method=view

CountryStatus [accessed February 07, 2011].
8 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb [accessed February 07, 2011].
9 https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/twiki/bin/view/CGIModel/ConceptDefini

tionsTG [accessed February 07, 2011].
10 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos [accessed February 07, 2011].
terms from records in geological maps. Third, to package the first
and second contributions into a novel methodology for improving
the interoperability of online geological maps in the context of the
Semantic Web: With functions for online recognition and translation
of geoscience terms, massive monolingual geological maps can be
published online directly and users can access and use them,
although they cannot read their original languages.

The remainder of this paper describes the study in detail.
Section 2 describes the collection and encoding of multilingual
GTS terms into the MLTGTS with an extended SKOS model.
Section 3 describes a workflow implemented in JavaScript programs
for recognizing and translating GTS terms in online geological maps.
Section 4 presents a pilot system using the developed MLTGTS and
JavaScript programs, and evaluates the results of recognizing and
translating GTS terms in online geological maps with some exam-
ples. Section 5 compares this study with similar studies, summarizes
lessons learned, and proposes directions for future studies. Finally,
Section 6 highlights the findings of this study.
2. SKOS-based multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale

2.1. Addressing the insufficiency of SKOS in the context of the

Semantic Web

By using ontologies in the Semantic Web, meanings of concepts
and relationships between concepts are made accessible as the
material in which certain concepts appear (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).
This paradigm is also supported by recent studies related to the
Geospatial Semantic Web11 (Bishr, 2006; Yue et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2010). Ontologies in computer science are valuable functions
because they are derived from shared conceptualizations of domain
knowledge (Gruber, 1995). Thesauri are regarded as a necessary
foundation for building ontologies in computer science (Gruber,
1995; Guarino, 1997, 1998). Professional (e.g., geoscience) terms in a
thesaurus may refer to the same real-world features in a subject
domain, as an ontology does. However, unlike a precise conceptua-
lization (i.e., detailed semantics) in an ontology, a thesaurus is
simpler in definitions of meanings and relationships of terms (i.e.,
concise semantics) and, thus, it leads to a simple organizational
structure (Gilchrist, 2003). For example, the MTG and AMTG arrange
geoscience terms alphabetically, and each term is tagged with a
label indicating its subject domain in geosciences.

To promote functions for indexing and navigating resources on
the Web, it would be useful to encode thesauri in Web-compatible
formats. Similar to OWL’s12 role in editing ontologies, the SKOS can
be used for encoding thesauri in the context of the Semantic Web.
SKOS is a common data model based on the RDF,13 which in turn is a
standard recommended by W3C. In the SKOS model (Table 1),14 there
are predefined object properties for defining relationships between
concepts and datatype properties for defining differentiating attri-
butes (or qualities) of concepts. These properties (e.g., ‘‘skos:broader,’’
‘‘skos:narrower,’’ ‘‘skos:related,’’ ‘‘skos:prefLabel,’’ ‘‘skos:altLabel’’) let
users set up hierarchical and associative relationships between terms
within a thesaurus, and assign essential attributes (e.g., multilingual
labels) to each term (e.g., Pastor-Sanchez et al., 2009). For example,
Fig. 1 shows a GTS concept ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ defined with the pure
SKOS model.
11 http://www.opengeospatial.org/projects/initiatives/gswie [accessed

February 07, 2011].
12 Web Ontology Language. http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide [accessed Feb-

ruary 07, 2011].
13 Resource Description Framework. http://www.w3.org/RDF [accessed

February 07, 2011].
14 SKOS Reference. W3C Recommendation 18 August 2009. http://www.w3.

org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818 [accessed February 07, 2011].
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Table 1
Object and datatype properties in the SKOS model.

Object property Meaning Datatype property Meaning

skos:broadMatch Has broader match skos:altLabel Alternative label

skos:broader Has broader skos:changeNote Change note

skos:broaderTransitive Has broader transitive skos:definition Definition

skos:closeMatch Has close match skos:editorialNote Editorial note

skos:exactMatch Has exact match skos:example Example

skos:hasTopConcept Has top concept skos:hiddenLabel Hidden label

skos:inScheme Is in scheme skos:historyNote History note

skos:mappingRelation Is in mapping relation with skos:notation Notation

skos:member Has member skos:note Note

skos:memberList Has member list skos:prefLabel Preferred label

skos:narrowMatch Has narrower match skos:scopeNote Scope note

skos:narrower Has narrower

skos:narrowerTransitive Has narrower transitive

skos:related Has related

skos:relatedMatch Has related match

skos:semanticRelation Is in semantic relation with

skos:topConceptOf Is top concept in scheme

Fig. 1. Definition of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ as a GTS concept with object and datatype properties of the SKOS model: (a) source code and (b) graphic view of (a).

X. Ma et al. / Computers & Geosciences 37 (2011) 1602–16151604
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Despite those features, the SKOS model is insufficient for encod-
ing certain semantics in a thesaurus (cf. Tennis and Sutton, 2008).
Because GTS is not just a hierarchical structure but an ordinal
hierarchical scheme divided by time boundaries (Cox and Richard,
2005), a pure SKOS model cannot properly represent this core
feature of GTS. For example, ‘‘Lopingian’’ rocks are older than
‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ rocks, which are, in turn, older than ‘‘Middle_-
Triassic’’ rocks. These ordinal relationships cannot be represented
properly with the ‘‘skos:related’’ property (Fig. 1). To address this
problem, we used the SKOS model in a RDF approach. That is, we
extended the SKOS model by adding some user-defined properties
and some predefined properties in RDF (cf. Jupp et al., 2008; Pan and
Horrocks, 2007; Rector et al., 2004). After collecting multilingual GTS
terms, we encoded them with this extended SKOS model.
2.2. Addressing semantics and syntax/lexicon in multilingual

GTS terms

Like studies on interoperability of multisource geodata and/or
geoinformation (Bishr, 1998; Brodaric and Gahegan, 2006; Ludäscher
et al., 2006), collecting multilingual terms of a subject domain in
geosciences also involves semantic and syntactic/lexical issues.
Semantics deals with meanings of terms whereas syntax/lexicon
deals with words and structures of expressions in each language.

The first challenge is addressing semantics. If the meanings of
several terms in different languages are the same, then they are
semantically matched and they can be registered as entries in a
multilingual thesaurus. For a certain geoscience concept, if there
are no semantically matched terms in different languages (i.e.,
one cannot find multilingual terms describing exactly the same
thing or falling exactly into the same interrelationships), then it is
difficult to register a full entry in a multilingual thesaurus for this
concept. The meanings of geoscience concepts, in general, are
defined by international commissions of different subject domains
in geosciences. In our study of the MLTGTS, global boundaries of
geological time are defined by the ICS15 and the International
Stratigraphic Chart compiled by ICS is globally accepted and used
by the international geoscience community (cf. Ogg, 2009; U.S.
Geological Survey Geologic Names Committee, 2010; Walker and
Geissman, 2009). These formed our stable basis for collecting sem-
antically matched GTS terms in different languages.

The second challenge is addressing syntax/lexicon. For seman-
tically matched terms in different languages for the same concept,
there may be several synonyms describing the same concept in
every language. It is not wrong to use synonyms in one language
to record geodata as long as users can read them and understand
their meanings in that language. However, for a multilingual
geoscience thesaurus, many synonyms in different languages
should be collected as much as possible so that they are all
recognized when that thesaurus is used by a computer. For
example, ‘‘Cainozoic’’ is a synonym of ‘‘Cenozoic’’ in English;
‘‘Paleogeno’’ is a synonym of ‘‘Paleógeno’’ in Spanish; ‘‘Quartaer’’
is a synonym of ‘‘Quartär’’ in German; and ‘‘ ’’ is a
synonym of ‘‘ ’’ in Japanese. Several of such synonyms
in different languages were collected for the MLTGTS discussed
here.

Related to the semantic and syntactic/lexical issues addressed
in collecting multilingual GTS terms, there are two approaches
commonly applied to match multilingual terms (Miles et al.,
2001): (1) interlingual mapping or (2) multilingual labeling. The
first approach can be used to address the lack of semantically
matched multilingual terms. For instance, consider at least two
15 International Commission on Stratigraphy. http://www.stratigraphy.org

[accessed February 07, 2011].
independent monolingual thesauri covering the same or similar
subject domains but with different hierarchical and associative
relationships. Mappings between terms in each pair of thesauri
can be performed via the first approach, but such mappings are
time-consuming and, sometimes, even impossible. In contrast, the
second approach deals with terms in different languages with the
same conceptual structure (i.e., terms that have already been
semantically matched). Thus, the second approach can be used to
arrange multilingual terms in a thesaurus.

We applied the multilingual labeling approach in developing the
MLTGTS because boundaries in the GTS proposed by ICS are
accepted globally as a common conceptual schema in this subject
domain. We collected standard GTS terms in seven languages (i.e.,
English, Dutch, German, Spanish, French, Chinese, and Japanese) by
referring to the MTG and AMTG. However, some GTS terms are
(a) not available in MTG and AMTG (e.g., terms at levels of ‘‘Series/
Epoch’’ and ‘‘Stage/Age’’ in ‘‘Permian’’ and ‘‘Silurian’’), (b) out of date
(e.g., the Chinese term ‘‘ ’’ and Japanese term ‘‘ ’’ of
‘‘Neogene’’ in AMTG). In addition, some GTS terms in the AMTG are
mismatched (e.g., the Chinese geochronologic term ‘‘ ’’
(‘‘Early Devonian Epoch’’) is mismatched with the Japanese chron-
ostratigraphic term ‘‘ ’’ (‘‘Lower Devonian Series’’) in the
entry with English term ‘‘Lower Devonian’’ as the basic reference). In
this regard and to make the collection of multilingual GTS terms
complete and up-to-date, we searched websites of geological
institutions of different countries and a multilingual GTS thesaurus16

recently edited by the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task Group of
the CGI-IUGS.

Moreover, we considered the two nomenclature systems for GTS
terms—one for chronostratigraphy (i.e., Eonothem, Erathem, Sys-
tem, Series, and Stage) and the other for geochronology (i.e., Eon,
Era, Period, Epoch, and Age). In some western languages (e.g.,
English or Spanish) wherein the basic terms are the same, chronos-
tratigraphic and geochronologic terms are often indistinct in actual
applications, but in some other languages (e.g., Chinese or Japanese)
GTS terms include units by which chronostratigraphic terms are
distinguished from geochronologic terms. For example, in Chinese,
the chronostratigraphic term ‘‘ ’’ (‘‘Devonian Series’’) corre-
sponds to but is distinct from the geochronologic term ‘‘ ’’
(‘‘Devonian Epoch’’). Another concern from the twofold nomencla-
ture relates to GTS terms containing ‘‘Upper/Late’’ and ‘‘Lower/Early’’
at the level of ‘‘Series/Epoch.’’ GTS terms containing ‘‘Upper’’ and
‘‘Lower’’ were originally proposed for chronostratigraphy, whereas
terms containing ‘‘Late’’ and ‘‘Early’’ are for geochronology (Haile,
1987; U.S. Geological Survey Geologic Names Committee, 2010). In
many actual works, ‘‘Upper’’ is equated to ‘‘Late’’ and ‘‘Lower’’ to
‘‘Early’’ and are used interchangeably, causing confusions for other
workers. To improve the semantic precision of the developed
MLTGTS, we regard terms containing ‘‘Upper’’ or ‘‘Lower’’ (e.g.,
‘‘Upper Cretaceous,’’ ‘‘Lower Triassic’’) as chronostratigraphic terms
and, correspondingly, terms containing ‘‘Late’’ or ‘‘Early’’ (e.g., ‘‘Late
Cretaceous,’’ ‘‘Early Triassic’’) as geochronologic terms.
2.3. Extending SKOS model to capture GTS structure

We used ‘‘skos:prefLabel’’ and ‘‘skos:altLabel’’ of the SKOS
model to capture multilingual GTS terms in the developed
MLTGTS. To capture interrelationships between GTS terms and
add more semantic expressions, we extended the SKOS model by
adding several other object and datatype properties in the
developed MLTGTS. We collected English chronostratigraphic
terms from the 2009 ICS International Stratigraphic Chart (2009
16 https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/subversion/CGI_CDTGVocabulary/tags/

SKOSVocabularies/ICS_TimeScale2008.rdf [accessed February 07, 2011].

http://www.stratigraphy.org
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Fig. 2. Definition of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ as a GTS concept with an extended SKOS model. Several pure SKOS properties in (a) (i.e., ‘‘skos:Concept,’’ ‘‘skos:definition,’’

‘‘skos:prefLabel,’’ ‘‘skos:altLabel,’’ ‘‘skos:inScheme’’) are omitted in (b) to show the difference between (b) and Fig. 1b. Text and symbols in gray color are not shown in (a),

but are included in definitions of other GTS terms in the developed MLTGTS. (a) Source code and (b) graphic view of a part of (a).

17 GSSP information is maintained by the Subcommission for Stratigraphic

Information of the International Commission of Stratigraphy (https://engineering.

purdue.edu/Stratigraphy/index.html) [accessed February 07, 2011].
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ICS chart) (Ogg, 2009), and used them as basic references of GTS
concepts in the MLTGTS. For example, ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ is
encoded with ‘‘skos:Concept’’ in line 1 in Fig. 2a. In line 2, the
definition of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ is encoded with ‘‘skos:definition.’’
In lines 3–9, chronostratigraphic terms in seven languages are
encoded as preferred labels of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ with ‘‘skos:pre-
fLabel.’’ In lines 10, 12, 14, and 15, geochronologic terms in other
languages are encoded as alternative labels of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’
with ‘‘skos:altLabel.’’ In lines 11, 13, and 16, synonyms of both
chronostratigraphic and geochronologic terms of the same SKOS
concept are also encoded with ‘‘skos:altLabel.’’

Unlike the definition of ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ with the pure SKOS
model (Fig. 1a), several external properties are used in the
definition of that concept in the extended SKOS model (Fig. 2a)
to represent the ordinal hierarchical structure of GTS. In line 20 in
Fig. 2a, ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’ is defined as an instance of ‘‘Series’’ (a
subclass of chronostratigraphic units) by using a RDF property
‘‘rdf:type.’’ In lines 21 and 22, two properties ‘‘gts:lowerThan’’ and
‘‘gts:upperThan’’ are used to represent that ‘‘Lower_Triassic’’
rocks are stratigraphically lower than ‘‘Middle_Triassic’’ rocks
and stratigraphically upper than ‘‘Lopingian’’ rocks, respectively.
In lines 23 and 24, properties ‘‘gts:upperBoundaryTime’’ and
‘‘gts:lowerBoundaryTime’’ are used to record, respectively, the
upper and lower time boundaries of ‘‘Lower_Triassic,’’ which are
derived from the 2009 ICS chart. In lines 25–27, ‘‘gts:basalGs-
spInfo’’ is used to record a web address pointing to the informa-
tion of the basal Global Boundary Stratotype Section and Point
(GSSP)17 of ‘‘Lower_Triassic.’’ Fig. 2b shows the difference of
Fig. 2a from Fig. 1a.
2.4. Summary of building the SKOS-based MLTGTS

The process consists of the following steps. First, a subject
domain (i.e., GTS) of a thesaurus is chosen. Second, multilingual
GTS terms are collected. To improve the interoperability of the
resulting thesaurus, we collected most terms from the MTG and
AMTG because they have been extensively reviewed and are

https://engineering.purdue.edu/Stratigraphy/index.html
https://engineering.purdue.edu/Stratigraphy/index.html
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widely accepted. Third, multilingual labeling (Miles et al., 2001) is
used for organizing multilingual GTS terms because of the global
common conceptual structure of GTS coordinated by the ICS; and
English chronostratigraphic terms from the 2009 ICS chart are
used as the basic references because this chart is accepted and
used in the geoscience community globally. Fourth, an extended
SKOS model is used to encode multilingual GTS terms and to
represent the ordinal hierarchical structure of GTS. Finally, the
MLTGTS is refined by adding more synonyms of multilingual GTS
terms obtained from actual geodata. The workload for the first
version of the MLTGTS is about 150 man-hours, with participation
of geologists from different language backgrounds. However, the
refinement of the MLTGTS is a continuous process, because there
are certainly other synonyms of GTS terms existing in actual
geodata in different languages. The size of the current MLTGTS is
about 225 kB and it is still increasing slowly.
3. Recognizing and translating GTS terms retrieved from WMS

The primary functions of the developed MLTGTS are to
recognize and translate GTS terms in GTS records retrieved from
geological maps on WMS servers. These can be achieved in four
steps (Fig. 3). First, the GTS record of an area is retrieved from an
online geological map provided by a WMS server. Second, GTS
terms in that record and their languages are recognized. Third, a
recognized GTS term is chosen and information about it is
searched in the MLTGTS, and then displayed on the user interface.
Finally, other languages supported by the MLTGTS can be chosen
on the user interface, such that the MLTGTS is researched and the
displayed term and related information are translated into the
chosen language. In this workflow, the SKOS-based MLTGTS is a
RDF document and the user interface is a webpage encoded with
HTML (HyperText Markup Language).

We used JavaScript and Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and
XML) techniques (Garrett, 2005) for accessing WMS and parsing
the MLTGTS through the user interface, such that we could realize
with one programming language most of the designed functions
in the workflow (Fig. 3). We first developed functions for retriev-
ing GTS records from WMS servers (i.e., step 1). Because geolo-
gical maps are produced by different countries and are in
different languages, original GTS records are often presented in
diverse styles. Thus, we developed a function to correct spelling
errors (Kukich, 1992; Lam-Adesina and Jones, 2006) and to
Fig. 3. Four-step workflow for recognizing and translating GTS terms in GTS

records retrieved from geological maps on WMS servers.
reformat texts of retrieved GTS records for compatibility with
terms in the MLTGTS. Because, in step 2, a GTS term under
operation has already been recognized in the MLTGTS, steps
3 and 4 simply involve finding the term again in the MLTGTS,
and then retrieving information about that term in the chosen
language. Compared to steps 1, 3, and 4, recognizing GTS terms in
a GTS record (i.e., step 2) costs most of the time in the workflow.

To recognize certain terms from given texts, there are various
methods of information retrieval (e.g., Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
2011; Gey et al., 2005; Lazarinis et al., 2009) that can be adopted
and/or adapted. Here, our target is comparing a preprocessed GTS
record with standard GTS terms in the MLTGTS and then recognizing
all GTS terms in that record. To achieve this target, we developed
an algorithm (Fig. 4) based on Boolean information retrieval
(Koubarakis et al., 2006; Losee, 1997; Radecki, 1983). In this
algorithm, we imposed a letter-by-letter equality (LBLE) condition
for finding standard GTS terms in a GTS record and, accordingly, this
involved an iterative process of letter-by-letter comparison. We
used the LBLE condition because, in general, a GTS record is a phrase
or a short sentence and, thus, letter-by-letter comparison between a
GTS record and standard terms in the MLTGTS does not entail huge
workloads for a computer. An ideal result of Boolean information
retrieval is that the GTS record contains only one GTS term and it is
recognized either as a ‘‘skos:prefLabel’’ term or a ‘‘skos:altLabel’’
term in the MLTGTS (Fig. 4).

However, multilingual GTS terms have their own spelling
features, which defy a pure LBLE search. For example, ‘‘Trias’’ (in
German) and ‘‘Triassic’’ (in English) are both ‘‘skos:prefLabel’’s for
the concept ‘‘Triassic’’ in the MLTGTS. If a GTS record is ‘‘Triassic
to Jurassic’’ (in English), then, by using a pure LBLE search, ‘‘Trias’’
will also be recognized as a GTS term in that GTS record, which is
not the case however. The terms ‘‘Lower/Early,’’ ‘‘Middle,’’ and
‘‘Upper/Late’’ diversify GTS records and pose obstacles in a pure
LBLE search. For example, a GTS record ‘‘Lower Triassic to Middle
Triassic’’ may be written as ‘‘Lower to Middle Triassic.’’ A pure
LBLE search can recognize ‘‘Middle Triassic’’ from the abridged
record, whereas the GTS term ‘‘Lower’’ (i.e., ‘‘Lower Triassic’’) is
ignored. Worse still, a pure LBLE search will also recognize
‘‘Triassic’’ and ‘‘Trias’’ as GTS terms in that GTS record.

To address those challenges and to complement the LBLE
search, we developed a group of other methods forming what
we call a characteristic-oriented term retrieval algorithm (Fig. 4),
because they focus on the characteristics of GTS terms and GTS
records. For example, one of the methods extends abridged terms
in the GTS record into full terms before using the LBLE search. For
instance, if a GTS record is ‘‘Lower to Upper Triassic,’’ it is
extended to ‘‘Lower Triassic to Upper Triassic’’ prior to LBLE
search. Another method deletes fake terms in the recognized
term list. For instance, if a GTS record is ‘‘Lower Triassic to Lower
Jurassic,’’ a pure LBLE search will recognize ‘‘Lower Triassic,’’
‘‘Lower Jurassic,’’ ‘‘Triassic,’’ ‘‘Jurassic,’’ ‘‘Trias,’’ and ‘‘Jura’’ as GTS
terms in that record. The latter four terms will be recognized as
fake terms and will be deleted by the algorithm shown in Fig. 4,
leaving only ‘‘Lower Triassic’’ and ‘‘Lower Jurassic,’’ as desired, in
the result. This characteristic-oriented term retrieval algorithm
substantially improved the accuracy of GTS term recognition.
4. Pilot system, results, and evaluation

We set up a pilot system to test the accuracy of the MLTGTS
and the functionality of the JavaScript programs for recognizing
and translating GTS terms in GTS records of online geological
maps. A purpose of this pilot system, being consistent with the
aforementioned workflow, is retrieving background knowledge of
GTS terms from the MLTGTS and showing them in a way that is
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for recognizing GTS terms and their languages in a GTS record by using the developed MLTGTS.
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easy for both geologists and nongeologists to access. Datasets in
the pilot system include the following geological maps (as ARCGIS
.shp files) stored in a self-built WMS server:
�
 1:200,000 Geological Map of Japan (GSJ-AIST, 2009), for testing
recognition and translation of Japanese GTS terms;

�
 1:5,500,000 Geological Map of South America (CGMW et al.,

2003), for testing recognition and translation of Spanish GTS
terms;

�
 1:600,000 Superficial Rock Age Map of The Netherlands

(Schokker, 2010), for testing recognition and translation of
Dutch GTS terms;
�
 1:625,000 Bedrock Age Map of United Kingdom (BGS, 2005),
for testing recognition and translation of British English
GTS terms;

�
 1:250,000 Geologic Map of New York (Dicken et al., 2008), for

testing recognition and translation of American English
GTS terms.

From remote WMS servers maintained by geological surveys
of several countries, we also used the following geological map
layers. In the following list, layers from the first four WMS servers
are used for testing recognition and translation of English GTS
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terms, and layers in the last WMS server are used for testing
recognition and translation of Dutch and German GTS terms.
�

Sup

Sup

Feb

[acc

07,

W3
WMS: CCOP Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology and
Age18;
Layer: EASIA CCOP 1:2,000,000 Combined Bedrock and Super-
ficial Geology and Age.

�
 WMS: GSJ Combined Bedrock and Superficial Geology and

Age19;
Layer: JPN GSJ 1:1,000,000 Combined Bedrock and Superficial
Geology and Age.

�
 WMS: BGS GSN Bedrock geology20;

Layer: NAM GSN 1:1,000,000 Bedrock Age.

�
 WMS: BGS Bedrock and Superficial geology21;

Layer: GBR BGS 1:625,000 Bedrock Age.

�
 WMS: DinoMap Geological maps22;

Layers: Geological map of NL 600k (German legend); Geologi-
cal map of NRW 100k (original map).

We used the following open-source or free software programs
for developing the pilot system:
�
 Protégé 4.0.223 and SKOSEd-1.0-alpha (build04),24 for editing
the MLTGTS;

�
 Notepadþþ 5.7,25 for revising the MLTGTS, and for editing

JavaScript programs and the HTML file of the user interface;

�
 Firefox 3.6.826 and Firebug 1.5.4,27 for debugging JavaScript

programs and browsing the HTML file of the user interface;

�
 GeoServer 2.0.1,28 for setting up a WMS server;

�
 uDig 1.1,29 for editing SLD (Style Layer Descriptor) files of

geological maps stored in GeoServer 2.0.1;

�
 OpenLayers 2.9.130: for retrieving spatial and attribute data

from a WMS server.

By operating the pilot system with geological maps on the self-
built and remote WMS servers, we could translate recognized GTS
terms in English, Spanish, Dutch, German, or Japanese and relevant
information about them into any one of the seven languages
supported by the MLTGTS. Fig. 5a shows the user interface of the
pilot system with the layer ‘‘EASIA CCOP 1:2,000,000 Combined
Bedrock and Superficial Geology and Age’’ retrieved from a remote
WMS server. In this example, an area in the map was clicked first.
However, because the cross-domain data access is limited by Java-
Script currently,31 we used a pop-up window to show the retrieved
GTS record (bottom part of Fig. 5a). Then, the record was copied
manually to a text box at the bottom left part of the main user
interface, and the button ‘‘Translate’’ was clicked. Two GTS terms,
18 http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/CCOP_Combined_Bedrock_and_

erficial_Geology_and_Age/wms? [accessed February 07, 2011].
19 http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/GSJ_Combined_Bedrock_and_

erficial_Geology_and_Age/wms? [accessed February 07, 2011].
20 http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_GSN_Bedrock_Geology/wms? [accessed

ruary 07, 2011].
21 http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology/wms?

essed February 07, 2011].
22 http://www.dinoservices.nl/wms/dinomap/M07M0034? [accessed February

2011].
23 http://protege.stanford.edu [accessed February 07, 2011].
24 http://code.google.com/p/skoseditor [accessed February 07, 2011].
25 http://notepad-plus-plus.org [accessed February 07, 2011].
26 http://www.mozilla-europe.org/en/firefox [accessed February 07, 2011].
27 http://www.getfirebug.com [accessed February 07, 2011].
28 http://www.geoserver.org [accessed February 07, 2011].
29 http://udig.refractions.net [accessed February 07, 2011].
30 http://www.openlayers.org [accessed February 07, 2011].
31 Technologies of cross-domain data access is now being worked on by the

C community. http://www.w3.org/TR/cors [accessed February 07, 2011].
‘‘Paleogene’’ and ‘‘Cretaceous,’’ were recognized and listed at the top
of the main user interface. Meanwhile, the language code (i.e., ‘‘en’’)
of the two terms was recognized and recorded, but not shown on
the user interface. Then, either recognized term can be clicked and
information of this term is shown in its original language. Fig. 5a
shows the result after the term ‘‘Paleogene’’ was clicked. After that,
any one of the seven flag buttons at the bottom right part of the user
interface can be clicked, and information shown on the user inter-
face is translated into the corresponding language. Fig. 5b shows the
result after the Dutch flag button was clicked.

Applying the MLTGTS and JavaScript programs in the pilot
system is not a ‘‘one station stop’’ work. Instead, evaluations and
revisions on them are iterative. By operating the pilot system with
GTS records retrieved from actual geological maps in different
languages, we can find insufficiencies of the MLTGTS and the
JavaScript programs. We can then evaluate the results, and revise
the MLTGTS and/or the JavaScript programs to improve their
accuracy and functionality. For example, we recently took the
Geological Map of Kumamoto from the 1:200,000 Geological Map
of Japan and operated the recognition and translation of Japanese
GTS records. This map contains 2822 original GTS records, which
can be condensed into 32 differentiated GTS records (i.e., the 2822
original GTS records are just repetitions of these 32 differentiated
records). With an earlier version of the MLTGTS, the pilot system
successfully translated GTS terms in 21 of those 32 differentiated
GTS records but failed for the other 11 records. The compositions of
the successfully translated 21 GTS records can be classified into four
types, whereas the compositions of the unsuccessfully translated 11
GTS records can be classified into three types. Table 2 shows a list of
examples of all these seven types. Nine of the 11 unsuccessfully
translated GTS records contain valid GTS terms that are not included
in the 2009 ICS chart. These unsuccessful pilot results allowed us to
revise the MLTGTS by encoding those valid GTS terms that are not
included in the 2009 ICS chart. With the revised MLTGTS, the pilot
system successfully translated GTS terms in 30 (types 1–6) of the 32
differentiated GTS records but still failed for the other two records
(type 7) that contain no GTS terms. We further tested the pilot
system (with the revised MLTGTS) to recognize and translate GTS
terms in GTS records of other 1:200,000 Geological Maps of Japan,
and we obtained satisfactory results (Table 3).

In the pilot system, we also performed a case study of translating
GTS terms in geological maps of areas across, say, borders between
two countries. That is because geological mapping of border areas is
an increasingly discussed topic in recent years (Asch, 2001; One-
Geology-Europe Consortium, 2010; Podemski, 2005; Satkunas and
Graniczny, 1997). Geological units are naturally independent of
administrative borders, but geological maps in border areas usually
exhibit certain inconsistencies, including GTS nomenclatures
(Satkunas et al., 2004). There are vast challenges, including the
linguistic barriers discussed above, in harmonizing geological maps
in border areas (e.g., Asch, 2001, 2005; Delgado et al., 2001). The
purpose of this case study was to check whether SKOS-based
multilingual geoscience thesauri can address the challenge of
linguistic barriers in harmonizing geological maps in border areas.

For this case study, we retrieved two geological maps –
geological map of NL 600k (German legend) and geological map
of NRW 100k (original map) – from the WMS server ‘‘DinoMap
Geological maps’’ (see footnote 22). They cover the Dutch–
German border areas between the provinces Overijssel, Gelder-
land, and Limburg of the Netherlands and the state North Rhine–
Westphalia (NRW) of Germany. In the first map, 11 differentiated
Dutch GTS records were found along the Dutch–German border
areas; whereas in the second map, 14 differentiated German GTS
records were found. Compositions of GTS records in the two maps
can be classified into three and four types, respectively (Table 4).
With the earlier version of the MLTGTS, the pilot system

http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/CCOP_Combined_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms?
http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/CCOP_Combined_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms?
http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/GSJ_Combined_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms?
http://geodata1.geogrid.org/mapserv/GSJ_Combined_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology_and_Age/wms?
http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_GSN_Bedrock_Geology/wms?
http://ogc.bgs.ac.uk/cgi-bin/BGS_Bedrock_and_Superficial_Geology/wms?
http://www.dinoservices.nl/wms/dinomap/M07M0034?
http://protege.stanford.edu
http://code.google.com/p/skoseditor
http://notepad-plus-plus.org
http://www.mozilla-europe.org/en/firefox
http://www.getfirebug.com
http://www.geoserver.org
http://udig.refractions.net
http://www.openlayers.org
http://www.w3.org/TR/cors


Fig. 5. Running JavaScript programs and MLTGTS through a web browser to translate GTS terms in GTS records retrieved from a WMS server. (a) GTS terms retrieved from

a WMS server are recognized and listed on the user interface. Users can choose a GTS term from the list and then its location in the GTS tree structure; its definition and a

link to its corresponding Wikipedia page are shown. (b) Users can choose a preferred language by clicking a flag button and then the GTS tree structure; the definition of

the GTS term and additional information on the user interface are translated into the chosen language. Geological map reproduced with the permission of the OneGeology

secretariat and registered participants. All Rights Reserved. (a) Information of ‘‘Paleogene’’ shown in English and (b) information of ‘‘Paleogene’’ shown in Dutch.

32 Stratigraphical charts for the Quaternary. http://www.quaternary.

stratigraphy.org.uk/charts [accessed February 07, 2011].
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successfully translated GTS terms in 6 (types 1.1 and 1.2) of the
11 differentiated GTS records in the first map and in 11 (types
2.1–2.3) of the 14 differentiated GTS records in the second map.
In the first map, we found that the five unsuccessfully translated
GTS records (type 1.3) include two terms ‘‘Weichseliën’’ (Weich-
selian) and ‘‘Saaliën’’ (Saalian). These terms are not included in
the 2009 ICS chart, but are used as Stage terms in regional
subdivisions of the Pleistocene Series in North West Europe.32 In
the second map, the three unsuccessfully translated GTS records
(type 2.4) include two terms ‘‘Weichselium’’ (Weichselian) and

http://www.quaternary.stratigraphy.org.uk/charts
http://www.quaternary.stratigraphy.org.uk/charts


Table 2
GTS records in the Geological Map of Kumamoto that are successfully and unsuccessfully translated by the pilot system of the MLTGTS.

Original record In English Record type Pilot system

translation

Cretaceous 1. Containing only one GTS term Successful

Silurian to Devonian 2. Containing two GTS terms, without ‘‘Upper,’’ ‘‘Late,’’

‘‘Middle,’’ ‘‘Lower,’’ or ‘‘Early’’

Successful

Permian to Early Cretaceous 3. Containing two GTS terms, one or two with ‘‘Upper,’’ ‘‘Late,’’

‘‘Middle,’’ ‘‘Lower,’’ or ‘‘Early’’

Successful

Early to Late Jurassic 4. Containing two GTS terms, one in abbreviated format Successful

Middle Eocene 5. Containing only one GTS term, not found in 2009 ICS chart Unsuccessful

Middle Eocene to Early Oligocene 6. Containing two GTS terms, not found in 2009 ICS chart Unsuccessful

Unknown age 7. Containing no GTS terms Unsuccessful

Table 3
Results of recognizing and translating GTS terms in GTS records of some 1:200,000 Geological Maps of Japan.

Map name GTS records Differentiated

GTS records

Successful

translations

Failed

translations

Geological Map of Hyogo 3747 27 25 2

Geological Map of Ibaraki 2419 21 19 2

Geological Map of Miyazaki 4188 31 29 2

Geological Map of Niigata 4906 28 26 2

Geological Map of Osaka 1442 16 15 1

Table 4
GTS records of Dutch–German border areas in the geological map of NL 600k (German legend) and the geological map of NRW 100k (original map) that are successfully

and unsuccessfully translated by the pilot system of the MLTGTS.

Map Original record In English Record type Pilot system translation

NL 600k Boven Krijt Upper Cretaceous 1.1. Containing only one GTS term Successful

NL 600k Tertiair Tertiary 1.2. Containing only one GTS term, not found in 2009 ICS chart

but found in MLTGTS

Successful

NL 600k Weichseliën -Saaliën Saalian to Weichselian 1.3. Containing ‘‘Weichseliën’’ and/or ‘‘Saaliën’’ Unsuccessful

NRW 100k Pliozän Pliocene 2.1. Containing only one GTS term Successful

NRW 100k Miozän bis Oligozän Miocene to Oligocene 2.2. Containing two GTS terms Successful

NRW 100k Unterpleistozän Lower Pleistocene 2.3. Containing only one GTS term, not found in 2009 ICS chart

but found in MLTGTS

Successful

NRW 100k Weichselium Weichselian 2.4. Containing ‘‘Weichselium’’ and/or ‘‘Saalium’’ Unsuccessful
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‘‘Saalium’’ (Saalian), which are not included in the 2009 ICS chart. By
referring to the chart (v. 2010) provided by the Subcommission on
Quaternary Stratigraphy of ICS (see footnote 32), we added these
terms and their multilingual versions into the MLTGTS. With the
updated MLTGTS, the pilot systems successfully translated all GTS
terms in the 25 differentiated GTS records from both maps. By
operating the recognition and translation, original Dutch or German
GTS terms can be translated into any one of the seven language
supported by the MLTGTS. This would provide convenience to
geologists working on geological maps of Dutch–German border
areas. Results of this case study show the benefits of using SKOS-
based multilingual geoscience thesauri in using geological maps of
border areas, although it addresses only a part (i.e., linguistic barriers)
of the challenges in harmonizing multisource geological maps.
5. Discussion

With proper extensions, the SKOS is functional for encoding
multilingual geoscience thesauri into a format that is compatible
with the Semantic Web, and SKOS-based multilingual geoscience
thesauri are efficient for translating online geoscience records
into any language that is supported by the thesauri. We only
developed a multilingual thesaurus of GTS in this study, but
intuitively we can see that other SKOS-based multilingual thesauri
of different subject domains in geosciences can be developed. By
using these multilingual geoscience thesauri, geological maps in
their native languages can be published online directly, while users
can translate the maps and browse the data in their preferred
languages. In this way, linguistic barriers between online geological
maps can be reduced and, thus, their interoperability can be
improved. Results of the pilot system demonstrate the accuracy
of the MLTGTS and the functionality of the JavaScript programs to
recognize and translate GTS terms in multilingual geological maps.
Meanwhile, background information of GTS terms retrieved from
the MLTGTS are also displayed on the user interface in the chosen
language. Because the multilingual terms and their definitions and
relationships in the MLTGTS were collected from credible sources,
users can get precise explanations of GTS terms from the MLTGTS.
By reading the translated GTS terms and background information
in preferred languages, users can access the information repre-
sented by the GTS records in an easier way.

It has been extensively discussed that the SKOS model has
several advantages compared to other models for encoding
thesauri in the Web context (Miles and Pérez-Agüera, 2007;
Pastor-Sanchez et al., 2009; van Assem et al., 2006). The SKOS
model is based on RDF, making SKOS-based thesauri compatible
with other standards and technologies of the Semantic Web. In
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recent years, the SKOS model has been applied to build or rebuild
thesauri in various fields, such as agriculture (Soergel et al., 2004),
stratigraphy (Fils et al., 2009), authority files (Voss, 2009), and the
aforementioned geoscience thesauri edited by the Geoscience
Concept Definitions Task Group of the CGI-IUGS. There are also
significant studies on building thesauri from diverse resources
(e.g., Broughton, 2006; Fang et al., 2008; Hepp, 2006; Tsuruoka
et al., 2008), addressing semantic and syntactic issues from
various aspects. In this study, the semantics of the GTS has been
defined by the 2009 ICS chart, which is accepted as a global
standard. Instead of redefining semantics of the GTS, we adopted
the existing standard (cf. Bibby, 2006; McGuinness, 2003) and
then adapted it with an extended SKOS model. Although we
collected multilingual GTS terms from different resources, we
could add these GTS terms into the MLTGTS easily, because the
meanings (i.e., semantics) of these terms are defined by their time
boundaries and, thus, their locations in the ordinal hierarchical
structure GTS are clear.

For GTS thesauri, Cox and Richard (2005) discussed in detail
components in the GTS and drew conceptual schemas for them by
using Unified Modeling Language (UML). They also transformed
the UML schemas into XML formats so that they can be used on
the Web. The resulting schemas represent units, boundaries, and
GSSPs in the GTS and their relationships. Thus, those schemas not
only represent GTS terms but also show how they were derived.
Compared to the extended SKOS model used for the MLTGTS, the
conceptual schemas of Cox and Richard (2005) are more thor-
ough. The SKOS-based thesaurus of GTS (see footnote 16) edited
by the Geoscience Concept Definitions Task Group of CGI-IUGS
adapted the work of Cox and Richard (2005) by simplifying the
components to fit the SKOS model. The current version of the CGI-
IUGS GTS thesaurus also refers to the ICS chart and covers GTS
terms in English, French, Italian, and Slovakian. However, unlike
the MLTGTS discussed here, the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus does not
distinguish between chronostratigraphic and geochronologic terms.
For some GTS concepts, the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus combines
chronostratigraphic terms with geochronologic units in their defini-
tions, which potentially causes confusion. For example, ‘‘Upper
Cretaceous’’ in the CGI-IUGS GTS thesaurus is defined as ‘‘Upper
Cretaceous Epoch,’’ whereas it should be ‘‘Upper Cretaceous Series’’
or ‘‘Late Cretaceous Epoch.’’ Such issues were discussed within the
CGI-IUGS community in a recent workshop33 and more interna-
tional cooperation was proposed.

Another example of GTS thesaurus is the multilingual geological
age thesaurus developed in the OneGeology-Europe project (1G-E)34

recently (Asch, 2010). The 1G-E hosts a web portal35 providing
multilingual (i.e., 18 European languages) access to contents of
semantically and technically interoperable 1:1000,000 scale geolo-
gical maps for the whole of Europe (Laxton et al., 2010). Such
functions are bolstered by SKOS-based multilingual thesauri of
lithology, age (geochronology), genesis, and structures and faults
developed by the 1G-E Work Package 3 (1G-E WP3) (Asch, 2010).
There are several differences between the SKOS-based thesauri of
1G-E and the MLTGTS discussed here. The MLTGTS in our work
adopts the 2009 ICS chart and uses chronostratigraphic units. The
geological age thesaurus of 1G-E uses geochronologic units, and
subdivides the periods of Precambrian for Europe and adds 27 new
terms accordingly (Asch et al., 2010). Another difference is that the
MLTGTS in our study includes two Asian languages, while the
33 IUGS-CGI and OneGeology-Europe Geoscience Language Workshop (IGSL

2010). http://www.bgr.bund.de/cln_116/nn_1951520/EN/Themen/GG__geol__

Info/IGSL2010 [accessed February 07, 2011].
34 http://www.onegeology-europe.org/home [accessed February 07, 2011].
35 http://onegeology-europe.brgm.fr/geoportal/viewer.jsp [accessed February

07, 2011].
geological age thesaurus of 1G-E focuses on European languages.
Besides these differences, our goal of using MLTGTS to translate GTS
records of online geological maps is similar to that of the 1G-E
project, although from the current literature of 1G-E we know little
about whether or not its web portal applies a workflow of retrieval,
recognition, translation, and display that is similar to what we
developed in our study (Fig. 3).

The benefits of embedding ontologies in Spatial Data Infra-
structures (SDI) have also been discussed significantly in recent
years (Georgiadou, 2006; Lacasta et al., 2007; Ludäscher et al.,
2003; Sinha et al., 2007). By using ontologies in a SDI, hetero-
geneous geodata sources can be mapped to common models;
meanings of inconsistent concepts can be harmonized and the
semantic interoperability of geodata can be improved. Geoscience
thesauri, as ‘‘simple ontologies,’’ are also functional for improving
the interoperability of geodata (Ma et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2010).
Because SKOS-based thesauri are compatible with standards and
technologies of the Semantic Web, using them can potentially
lead to more features in a SDI. The results of the pilot system in
our study and the 1G-E web portal already show some of these
features. Recently, the AuScope36 project has built services using
SKOS vocabularies for querying geodata (Woodcock et al., 2010).
The AuScope vocabularies record synonyms of geoscience terms
by using the label ‘‘skos:altLabel.’’ Even when users input alter-
native names of geoscience terms for querying, the vocabulary
services can find certain concepts and then retrieve desired
geodata. We also used the label ‘‘skos:altLabel’’ in our study for
recording synonyms of GTS terms. However, compared to the
vocabulary services/applications of AuScope, the application of
MLTGTS in our study is not for querying geodata but for recognizing
and translating GTS terms and showing background knowledge
about them.

Several lessons are learned from this study. First, SKOS provides a
concise model for representing hierarchical structures, but it may be
insufficient or inappropriate for structures of certain subject
domains in geosciences and this may require an extension to the
SKOS model in practice. Thus, because GTS is not a pure hierarchical
structure but an ordinal hierarchical structure divided by time
boundaries, we extended the SKOS model by adding several other
properties, as described earlier, so that that the extended model can
represent the ordinal hierarchical structure of GTS properly. Second,
SKOS is good for encoding multilingual geoscience thesauri, but
matching multilingual geoscience terms and building interrelation-
ships still need geoscience knowledge and cooperation of experts
from different language backgrounds. Thus, we referred to the 2009
ICS chart for GTS terms in English and to the MTG and AMTG for
multilingual GTS terms because they are results of international
cooperation that are accepted globally. However, because some GTS
terms are mismatched or missed in the MTG and AMTG, we had to
refer to various other sources to collect credible multilingual GTS
terms. Third, many synonyms in different languages should be
collected as much as possible in geoscience thesauri. Although
international standards or agreements on professional terms of a
certain subject domain exist, synonyms are still used in current
geoscience works. For example, in British English there are three
GTS terms ‘‘Cainozoic,’’ ‘‘Palaeozoic,’’ and ‘‘Archaean,’’ which corre-
spond to ‘‘Cenozoic,’’ ‘‘Paleozoic,’’ and ‘‘Archean,’’ respectively. Such
synonyms were encoded in the MLTGTS so that if they are
encountered in practice, they can be recognized by using the
MLTGTS. Finally, we cannot use ‘‘new’’ standards to explain ‘‘old’’
data, denoting that if a concept’s meaning is changed in the
thesaurus, we cannot use it to explain a record using the previous
meaning of that concept. For example, in the 2009 ICS chart, the
36 http://www.auscope.org [accessed February 07, 2011].
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basal boundary of Quaternary is different from that in previous
versions of ICS charts. The MLTGTS refers to the 2009 ICS chart for
the most recently defined meaning of Quaternary. However, if a
record ‘‘Quaternary’’ in a map refers to the 2008 ICS chart, then we
cannot use the definition of ‘‘Quaternary’’ in the MLTGTS to explain
the meaning of that record (cf. Mascarelli, 2009). This reminds us
that thesauri used by a geodata source could be attached along with
the geodata, or at least, a record of used thesauri could be noted in
the metadata of a geodata source.

Because SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri are still an
emerging topic in the field of geosciences, many future works can be
proposed. One possible work is collecting more synonyms for GTS
terms not only in the seven languages considered in this study but
also in other languages to enrich the MLTGTS. Another work is
incorporating results and lessons of this study with other efforts for
developing multilingual geoscience thesauri, such as that of the
Geoscience Concept Definitions Task Group of the CGI-IUGS. In a
broader perspective, SKOS-based multilingual geoscience thesauri
can be maintained by international task groups in the CGI-IUGS and
published online. Meanwhile, they can be accessed and used by
many different organizations and individuals globally for various
applications (cf. Schäffer et al., 2010). New technologies for parsing
SKOS-based thesauri can also be studied further. JavaScript pro-
grams are efficient for parsing the MLTGTS in this study because it is
small; for parsing a large SKOS-based thesaurus or a group of large
thesauri, those programs require further testing. Some other tech-
nologies for parsing thesaurus (e.g., SPARQL37 ) can be tested in the
future. Transforming the SKOS-based MLTGTS into an OWL-based
ontology of GTS is an open topic, because although SKOS and OWL
are compatible in physical formats, an OWL-based ontology of GTS
is capable of adding more semantic descriptions for concepts and
relationships. The work of OWL-based geological time ontology38 in
the SWEET project (Raskin and Pan, 2005) can be referred to in this
future study.
6. Conclusions

Fast evolving Web-based technologies provide not only plat-
forms for building online geodata services but also opportunities for
alleviating linguistic barriers to geodata use. Among various pro-
posed technologies, the SKOS model is advantageous as a starting
point for encoding and applying multilingual geoscience thesauri in
the context of the Semantic Web, and it can be extended in
conjunction with other approaches to express concepts and relation-
ships of a subject domain properly. In this study, we encoded a
multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale with an extended
SKOS model and, coupled with the thesaurus, we implemented
methods of characteristic-oriented term retrieval in JavaScript
programs for recognizing and translating geological time-scale
terms in online geological maps. The developed thesaurus and
associated programs were used in a pilot system to recognize and
translate geological time-scale terms in actual geological maps.
Results of the pilot system proved the accuracy of the developed
multilingual thesaurus of geological time scale and the functionality
of the JavaScript programs. Our study shows that SKOS-based
multilingual geoscience thesauri can be functional for alleviating
linguistic barriers between online geological maps and, thus,
improving their interoperability. However, background knowledge
of a subject domain is essential when SKOS is used for building a
multilingual geoscience thesaurus of that domain. In addition, it
may be necessary to extend the SKOS model in order to obtain
37 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query [accessed February 07, 2011].
38 http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/2.0/timeGeologic.owl [accessed February 07,

2011].
satisfactory semantic expressions in certain subject domains in
geosciences.
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